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Simple. Effective. Engaging.

Increase Engagement
Generate More Leads
Provide online shoppers an instant,
accurate vehicle appraisal directly
from your dealer website with

TradeVue.

TM

Interact
with
more
Shoppers

TradeVue is a powerful vehicle estimation
tool that provides car shoppers an up-to-date
value of their trade-in.
Using data
aggregated
from
multiple
sources
and hundreds of vehicle listing sites,
TradeVue is updated fresh daily - not
monthly or weekly like most valuation books.

How It Works
Shoppers looking to buy a car browse your
dealer website.
They provide relevant data on their mileage,
condition and location.
They receive an instant trade-in range from
high to low on their vehicle.

Get Started Now
TradeVue allows you to offer a valuable resource free to your online
shoppers getting them into your sales funnel early in the car buying
process. The unique, easy-to-use, one page format engages shoppers
and gives them an instant trade-in value. Contact AutoSaver today and get
more leads with a higher potential to convert far ahead of your competition.

After
providing basic details on their vehicle,
including year, make, model - shoppers instantly
receive the current trade-in value range of their vehicle from
lowest to highest values without ever leaving your
website. TradeVue captures valuable user data like
name and email address, so you can follow up to
facilitate the trade and get your customer into a new vehicle.

TradeVue Adds Immediate Value
Shoppers looking to buy a car don’t need to leave your
website to get an accurate trade-in estimate.
Providing an independent trade-in value helps foster trust
between dealer and customer and helps get the
negotiation process started.
Vehicles can sell at varying prices depending on their
availability and popularity; so getting up-to-date market
data is essential for a profitable trade.
Simple, easy-to-use interface keeps shoppers engaged
and provides free, helpful information.

Contact Information:
AutoSaver
Dealer Solutions
Sales: (425) 750-0153
Email: james@autosaver.com
Customer Support: (866) 909-9425

AutoSaver provides purchase reassurance to car buyers and emerging technologies to auto dealers increase online visibility and performance. AutoSaver’s state-of-the-art platform, includes AutoSaver Reports,
TradeVue Vehicle Appraiser, MarketVue, LendingVue and the AutoSaver.com Marketplace. For more information, please visit http://www.dealers.autosaver.com. TradeVue is a registered trademark of E-Drive
Autos LLC d/b/a AutoSaver.

